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Abstract.
Sawtooth control using steerable electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) has been
demonstrated in ASDEX Upgrade plasmas with a significant population of energetic
ions in the plasma core and long uncontrolled sawtooth periods. The sawtooth period
is found to be minimised when the ECCD resonance is swept to just inside the
q = 1 surface. Sawtooth control using ECCD inside q = 1 avoids the triggering
of performance-degrading neoclassical tearing modes, even at much higher pressure
than required in the ITER baseline scenario. Operation at 25% higher normalised
pressure has been achieved when only modest ECCD power is used for sawtooth control
compared to identical discharges without sawtooth control when neo-classical tearing
modes are triggered by the sawteeth. Numerical modelling suggests that the achieved
driven current changes the local magnetic shear sufficiently to compensate for the
stabilising influence of the energetic particles in the plasma core.
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1. Introduction
Sawtooth oscillations in tokamak plasmas are characterised by quasi-periodic collapses
in the temperature and density in the plasma core [1]. The drop in fusion performance
caused by sawteeth is not of significant concern for ITER; however, the triggering of
more deleterious instabilities, such as neoclassical tearing modes, means that sawtooth
control remains an important issue. A typical sawtooth cycle exhibits three phases: (i)
the sawtooth ramp phase during which the plasma density and temperature increase
approximately linearly with respect to time; (ii) the precursor phase, during which a
helical magnetic perturbation grows until (iii) the fast collapse phase, when the density
and temperature drop rapidly. In order to control sawteeth one must use actuators
which can affect the second phase in the cycle - the trigger of the instability growth.
The sawtooth is thought to be caused by the growth of a n = m = 1 internal kink mode –
a fundamental magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) oscillation of the form ξ ∼ exp(imθ−inφ)
where m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode number respectively, ξ is the
perturbation to the plasma and θ and φ are the poloidal and toroidal angles.
Minority populations of super thermal ions are predicted analytically and
demonstrated experimentally to delay the onset of the n/m = 1/1 internal kink mode,
thereby increasing the period between sawtooth crashes. The presence of fusion-born
alpha particles in ITER is predicted to significantly lengthen the sawtooth period [2–5],
which has been shown empirically to result in an increased likelihood of triggering
NTMs [6, 7]. Consequently a control scheme which can maintain small, frequent
sawtooth crashes which avoid seeding deleterious NTMs whilst still flushing irradiating
impurities from the plasma core is necessary in ITER.
The fundamental trigger of the sawtooth crash is thought to be the onset of an
m = n = 1 mode, although the dynamics of this instability are constrained by many
factors including not only the macroscopic drive from ideal MHD, but collisionless kinetic
effects related to high energy particles [8–10] and thermal particles [11, 12], as well as
non-ideal effects localised in the narrow layer around q = 1. Here, the safety factor is
q = dψφ /dψθ and the magnetic shear is s = (r/q)dq/dr with ψθ and ψφ the poloidal and
toroidal magnetic fluxes respectively. A heuristic model predicts that a sawtooth crash
will occur in the presence of energetic ions when various criteria are met [2, 13, 14], with
the defining one usually given in terms of a critical magnetic shear determined either
by the pressure gradient, s1 > scrit (ω∗i ), or by the mode potential energy, written as:
s1 > max
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where cρ is a normalisation coefficient of the order of unity, ρ̂ = ρi /r1 , ρi is the ion
Larmor radius, R is the major radius, B is the toroidal field, ²1 = r1 /R, r1 is the radial
position of the q = 1 surface, ω∗i is the ion diamagnetic frequency and ξ0 is the magnetic
perturbation at the magnetic axis. The change in the kink mode potential energy is
defined such that δW = δWcore + δWh and δWcore = δWf + δWKO where δWKO is the
change in the mode energy due to the collisionless thermal ions [11], δWh is the change
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in energy due to the fast ions and δWf is the ideal fluid mode drive [15]. It is clear that,
if this model for sawtooth onset is correct, the sawteeth can be deliberately stimulated
by increasing the local magnetic shear at q = 1, s1 .
When electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) is applied to the plasma, a
change in the local current density occurs due to the change in the temperature, and
subsequent change in the conductivity. Furthermore, by adding a toroidal component
to the wave vector of the launched EC waves, an ancillary electron cyclotron driven
current results either parallel (co-ECCD) or anti-parallel (counter-ECCD) to the Ohmic
current. When applied near the q = 1 surface, the radius of the q = 1 surface, r1 , is
moved and the magnetic shear at q = 1, s1 , is changed, thus affecting the likelihood of
a sawtooth crash according to equation 1.
Control of the sawtooth period with ECCD has been demonstrated on a number
of tokamaks [16–22], and consequently has been included in the design of the sawtooth
control system for ITER [23, 24]. The history of sawtooth control using current drive
is reviewed in [25]. The suppression of sawteeth for NTM prevention using ECCD has
been demonstrated directly at high pressure on ASDEX Upgrade by using co-ECCD
just outside the q = 1 surface [26]. At the end of the gyrotron pulse, a sawtooth crash
occurred and an NTM was triggered, resulting in substantial degradation of the plasma
performance. That said, it is widely accepted that sawteeth are unlikely to be avoided
throughout an ITER discharge, and so a similar demonstration of avoidance of NTMs
in high performance plasmas with deliberately-paced frequent sawteeth is required. An
additional benefit of using ECCD for sawtooth control to avoid NTMs is that the ECH
is directed well inside q = 1 and so is usefully heating the core of the plasma. Conversely
if the ECCD is used to suppress NTMs at higher rational surfaces, notably at q = 2,
the power is not used for heating and so significantly reduces the fusion yield, Q [27].
The remaining concern about sawtooth control achieved by current drive is whether
changes in s1 can overcome the stabilisation afforded by the presence of energetic
particles. In ITER, the fusion-born α particles are likely to give rise to a large stabilising
potential energy contribution, δWh in equation 1 [28], which coupled with the small ρ̂
in the denominator means the critical shear to drive the internal kink mode unstable
is increased. Consequently, recent experiments have focussed on destabilising sawteeth
using ECCD in the presence of energetic particles. Sawtooth destabilisation of long
period sawteeth induced by ICRH-generated core fast ions with energies ≥ 0.5MeV was
achieved in Tore Supra, even with modest levels of ECCD power [29, 30]. Similarly,
ECCD destabilisation has also been achieved in the presence of ICRH-accelerated
neutral beam injection (NBI) ions in ASDEX Upgrade [31] as well as with normal
NBI fast ions in ASDEX Upgrade [17], DIII-D [32] and JT-60U [33]. Despite these
promising results, demonstration of NTM avoidance through sawtooth control in the
presence of energetic particles with steerable ECCD has yet to be demonstrated in ITERlike conditions. This paper aims to address this issue. In section 2 sawtooth control
in high performance ASDEX Upgrade plasmas is shown in the presence of energetic
NBI ions and the optimal resonance position to minimise the sawtooth period is found
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by sweeping the EC launching mirrors. After demonstrating the optimal deposition for
ECCD in order to destabilise the sawteeth, the improvement in fusion performance with
active sawtooth control is discussed in section 3. In section 4 the effect of changing the
magnetic shear is compared to the stabilising drive from the fast ions using numerical
simulation, before the implications of this work are discussed in section 5.
2. Sawtooth Control using ECCD in the presence of energetic ions
In order to replicate typical ITER operational conditions with a significant population
of energetic ions in the plasma core, ASDEX Upgrade [34] plasmas can be heated with
neutral beam injection (NBI) and ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH). Figure 1
shows a typical ASDEX Upgrade discharge with 2MW of ICRH combined with 12MW
of NBI operating at βN ∼ 2 just above the target normalised pressure for ITER baseline
plasmas (where βN ∼ 1.8) and H98,y2 = 0.9. Here H98,y2 is the energy confinement
enhancement factor, βN = βaB0 /Ip where a is the minor radius, Ip [MA] is the plasma
current, β = 2µ0 hpi/B02 and h· · ·i represents a volume average and p is the plasma
pressure. The magnetic field (BT = 2.5T) and current (Ip = 1.1MA) mean that the
safety factor at the 95% flux surface is q95 = 3.9. This is above the ITER design value of
3.0, but this was necessary in order to have the ICRH resonance position in the plasma
core and the ECRH resonance off-axis. Nonetheless, the q-profile has a broad low-shear
region with the radial position of the q = 1 surface is ρ1 > 0.3, which is approaching
the value of ρ1 = 0.45 expected in ITER. The plasma illustrated in figure 1 experiences
long period sawteeth throughout τsaw ≈ 150ms compared with an energy confinement
time of τE ≈ 80ms. Scaling the sawtooth period by the resistive diffusion time [35]
and r1 , this period is roughly equivalent to 45s in ITER, which is approaching the
expected critical sawtooth period likely to seed NTMs [6]. It should be noted that with
12MW of uni-directional neutral beam heating, there is significant NBI-induced torque
leading to a much faster toroidal rotation frequency than anticipated in ITER. This
differential rotation is likely to inhibit the triggering of NTMs by 1/1 internal kinks.
Finally, an important difference between these plasmas and the ITER baseline scenario
is the fraction of fast ions: The NBI and ICRH induced fast ions in these ASDEX
Upgrade plasmas constitute approximately 20% of the stored energy, whilst the fusionborn alphas and heating-induced fast ions in ITER result in a fast ion fraction, hβh i/hβi,
approaching 45% (βα from [36], βN BI from [37]).
The plasma performance in discharge 28169 shown in figure 1 is limited by the
appearance of an m/n = 2/1 tearing mode, triggered by a long sawtooth period at
2.3s. Whilst this NTM is not disruptive, it means that the increments in NBI power at
both 2.2s and 2.5s lead to little improvement in the normalised pressure as the NTM
progressively degrades the confinement, giving rise to the confinement enhancement
factor of H98,y2 = 0.9 below the ITER baseline assumption of H98,y2 = 1.0. It is
exactly this situation – the lengthening of the sawtooth period by the presence of fast
particles, leading to the triggering of NTMs which persistently degrade performance –
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Figure 1. Time traces for a typical high performance ASDEX Upgrade plasma –
discharge 28169 – showing: The plasma current and half of the toroidal field; the line
averaged density which is relatively constant over the sawtoothing period; the ICRH
heating power; the NBI heating power; the radiated power; the Soft X-ray emission
from a central channel; and the normalised plasma pressure, βN which fractionally
exceeds the ITER target value of 1.8.

Figure 2. The ECCD driven current profile for ASDEX Upgrade discharge 28215
predicted by the Torbeam code [38] when the resonance is inside, around and well
outside the inversion radius found from the Soft X-ray emission, marked by the shaded
region.

which sawtooth control with ECCD aims to avoid, permitting higher performance and
confinement improvement.
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In order to find the optimal position for driven current to change the local magnetic
shear and so destabilise the sawteeth, a sweep of the ECCD was performed using the
steerable EC mirrors. A sweep was performed moving the EC resonance from ρdep = 0.2
to ρdep = 0.45 in 2.5s to cross the q = 1 surface, which was at ρ1 ∼ 0.32. Figure 2
shows the EC driven current profile predicted by the Torbeam code [38] when the
resonance is inside, around and well outside the inversion radius found from the Soft
X-ray emission. In all cases, the toroidal component to the wave vector is such that the
ECCD is reasonably narrow and affects only a small region of the current density profile.
The sawtooth behaviour during this ECCD sweep is shown in figure 3. The plasma is
heated with 2MW of core ICRH and only 7MW of NBI so that the pressure is lower
than in typical high-performance plasmas (like in figure 1). This facilitates a full sweep
of the EC deposition to outside q = 1, which would almost certainly incur triggering
of NTMs at higher pressure as it leads to longer sawtooth periods. The sawtooth
period is clearly decreased when the ECCD is inside q = 1, with the minimum in the
sawtooth period occurring when the EC deposition is inside q = 1, as expected [18, 25].
As the resonance is swept across ρ1 the sawtooth period lengthens above the level
before the ECCD was applied, before returning to approximately the pre-ECCD level
once more when the driven current is well outside ρ1 and no longer affecting the local
magnetic shear, s1 . The fact that the sawtooth period when the ECCD is inside q = 1
is consistently around half the level of that before the ECCD is applied, irrespective of
the exact deposition level, means that robust control is likely to be achievable without
requiring fine deposition feedback control. This relative insensitivity to the precise EC
resonance position is utilised in the next section to optimise performance by applying
ECCD optimised from this study, but at higher plasma pressures where the Shafranov
shift, and correspondingly the q = 1 radius, are different. The fact that a very marked
destabilisation of the sawteeth is observed in the presence of a relatively significant
fraction of fast ions, with some very energetic particles born due to RF heating, is
encouraging for the applicability of ECCD sawtooth control in ITER.
3. Optimising performance using ECCD sawtooth control in ITER
demonstration plasmas
The sweeps of the EC deposition with the steerable mirrors outlined in section 2 allowed
the optimal EC resonance location to be inferred. The relative insensitivity of the
minimum in sawtooth period to the exact resonance location with respect to q = 1 means
that sawtooth control in ASDEX Upgrade can be achieved without real-time steering
of the EC launcher mirrors. Indeed, this insensitivity allows the resonance location to
be fixed and the pressure to be increased, whilst retaining frequent, controlled sawteeth
despite the enhanced Shafranov shift at higher β. The EC mirror settings were fixed such
that ρ1 −ρdep ≈ 0.1, then the auxiliary NBI power was incremented step-wise to increase
the pressure and examine the efficacy of the sawtooth control for avoiding NTMs. Figure
4 shows two identical ASDEX Upgrade plasmas, one with 1MW of core ECCD to keep
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Figure 3. Time traces for ASDEX Upgrade discharge 28215 as the ECCD is swept
from inside to outside the q = 1 surface, showing: the plasma current and half the
toroidal field; the ICRH, NBI, ECRH and radiated power; the soft X-ray emission from
a central channel; and the sawtooth period as a function of time. The coloured bands
indicate the position of the EC resonance predicted by the Torbeam code with respect
to the inversion radius found from the Soft X-ray emission. The sawtooth period is
minimised when the ECCD is inside q = 1.

the sawtooth period small (shot 28219), and one without core ECCD (shot 28221). In
the absence of sawtooth control, a 2/1 NTM is triggered by a sawtooth crash at t=2.15s
at βN = 2, only 10% above the ITER operating normalised pressure. Conversely, in shot
28219, only 1MW of ECCD inside q = 1 drives the internal kink mode unstable resulting
in small, frequent sawteeth and avoiding NTMs throughout the discharge, even as the
normalised pressure is increased to βN = 3.0. The energy confinement enhancement
28219
= 1.25 when the sawtooth control is applied, compared to only
factor reaches H98,y2
28221
H98,y2 = 0.95 without ECCD mode control. Just as in DIII-D [32], a low level of core
ECCD allows a sawtoothing plasma with a broad low-shear q-profile to reach much
higher normalised pressure than anticipated in ITER without exhibiting tearing modes,
although in these ASDEX Upgrade plasmas the fast ion fraction and maximum energy
are even higher than in previous results.
Figure 5 shows three very similar ASDEX Upgrade discharges with different core
ECCD power levels: 28169 which has no core ECH, 28210 which has 0.8MW of ECCD
inside ρ1 to control sawteeth and 28208 which has 1.7MW of ECCD. In the absence
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Figure 4. A comparison of ASDEX Upgrade discharges 28219 which has ECCD
applied for sawtooth control and 28221 which does not. The time traces show the NBI
heating power; the ICRH heating power; the ECCD power with the resonance position
held fixed inside q = 1; the normalised beta compared to the ITER target value; the
soft X-ray emission from a central channel; and the n = 2 mode activity measured by
magnetic pick-up sensors. In shot 28221 a 3/2 NTM is triggered by a long sawtooth
at 2.15s and results in much lower plasma performance than shot 28219 where the
sawtooth period is very short throughout.

of ECCD for sawtooth control, a 2/1 NTM is triggered by a long sawtooth period at
t = 2.32s, limiting the βN achieved thereafter. In contrast, both plasmas with ECCD
achieve short sawtooth periods throughout, consistently less than 100ms, and as a result
avoid NTMs allowing 25% higher normalised pressure to be attained. Whilst the higher
ECCD power in shot 28208 does result in the lowest sawtooth period, it does not achieve
a higher pressure since the sawteeth themselves do not deleteriously affect performance
and one only needs to avoid the triggering of NTMs, which shot 28210 also achieves
despite lower ECCD power.
4. Modelling the effect of ECCD in high performance, high fast ion fraction
plasmas
In order to assess whether the change in the local magnetic shear produced by electron
cyclotron current drive is responsible for the sawtooth control reported in sections 2 and
3, the linear stability of the internal kink mode has been assessed. Although such linear
analysis cannot be used to infer the behaviour of the nonlinear sawtooth period, it is
indicative of the sawtooth stability, and has been used to make successful experimental
comparisons of sawtooth behaviour in MAST [39], TEXTOR [40], JET [41, 42], DIIID [32] ASDEX Upgrade [43, 44].
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Figure 5. A comparison of the efficacy of ECCD sawtooth control at different ECCD
power levels. The time traces show the NBI heating power; the ICRH heating power;
the ECCD power used for sawtooth control with the resonance position fixed inside
q = 1; the normalised beta compared to the ITER target value; the sawtooth period
found from the soft X-ray emission and the n = 1 mode activity for shot 28169 where
a 2/1 tearing mode is triggered by a sawtooth crash at 2.32s. The sawtooth period and
achievable pressure are similar in discharges 28208 and 28210 despite different ECCD
power levels, indicating that only a small driven current is required for efficient NTM
avoidance.

Fixed-boundary equilibria are reconstructed using the Helena code [45], taking as
input the current density profile from the Cliste equilibrium code [46], which itself is
constrained to include the ECCD profiles predicted by Torbeam and the q = 1 surface
position inferred from the inversion radius found from soft X-ray emission. The ECCD
was incorporated in Cliste reconstruction by adding the ECCD current density profile
from Torbeam to the f df /dψ(ψ) source function which forms part of the interpretive
run output. Subsequently predictive Cliste runs were made with and without the
ECCD-modified f df /dψ profile. The resultant ECCD current density bump can then
be back-compared to the Torbeam prediction with good agreement – for instance at
t=3.5s the ECCD feature has a peak value of 0.26 MA/m2 , which is just 5% difference
to the peak value of 0.245 MA/m2 from Torbeam, as seen in figure 2. This technique
produces the safety factor and local magnetic shear profiles illustrated in figure 6. Here
the local shear is defined as [47]
s = −~e⊥ · ∇ × ~e⊥

(2)

~
where ~e⊥ = ∇ψ/|∇ψ|× B/B
meaning that in cylindrical limit with circular flux surfaces,
this approximates to
1 r dq
s=
(3)
qR q dr
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Figure 6. The (a) q-profile and (b) local magnetic shear as a function of major radius
as calculated by Cliste with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) including the
ECCD profile predicted by Torbeam in the current density for ASDEX Upgrade shot
28215 at t=3.5s (ECCD at q = 1 giving optimal sawtooth destabilisation) and t=4.5s
(ECCD well outside q = 1). The vertical lines on the local shear profile show the
positions of the q = 1 surface. The ECCD only affects the current density, q, and
shear profiles in a narrow local region at the deposition location.

and can be re-written to be expressed as variables directly calculated by Cliste [48]
The increase in the local shear provided by the ECCD is clearly seen in figure 6(b).
At t =3.5s the ECCD deposition is near the ρ1 (found from the inversion radius) and
as a result the local shear at q = 1 (marked by vertical lines in figure 6(b)) increases
by a factor of two compared to the case without ECCD included in the equilibrium
reconstruction. Conversely, when the ECCD resonance is outside q = 1 at t = 4.5s, the
local magnetic shear at q = 1 is barely affected.
As well as the change in the magnetic shear, the fast ion distribution is also required
to assess the change in the potential energy of the internal kink mode. In order to
retain the complex dependence of the fast ion population upon pitch angle, energy
and radius, the full Monte Carlo distribution function is employed in the drift kinetic
modelling detailed below. The effect of the fast ions on internal kink stability is analysed
using the drift kinetic Hagis code [49]. Hagis simulates the interaction between the
perturbation taken from Mishka-F [50] and the energetic particle distribution taken
from the Transp code [51]. Figure 7 shows the neutral beam fast ion density calculated
by Transp as a function of energy, pitch angle and radius when averaged over the other
variables in the poloidal plane (ie the energy dependence is integrated across all pitch
angles and radii). The fast ions are peaked near the axis, which is where the NBI is aimed
and the ICRH resonance is deposited when BT = 2.5T. In the shot considered here, the
energetic particle distribution is peaked around λ = vk /v ∼ 0.5 and is approximately
Gaussian with respect to their pitch angle at high energies, although at lower energy,
the beam ion population tends to isotropy. The ICRH distribution function is assumed
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calculated by Transp at 3.5s averaged over 20ms as a function of (a) particle energy,
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to be bi-Maxwellian in form, as in references [52, 53]:
fhICRH =

³ m ´3/2

2π

nc (r)
1/2

T⊥ (r)Tk (r)

·

exp −

µBc
|E − µBc |
−
T⊥ (r)
Tk (r)

¸

(4)

2
where the particle energy E = mv 2 /2, the magnetic moment µ = mv⊥
/B, k and ⊥
represent the components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field respectively,
Bc is the critical field strength at the resonance and nc is the local density evaluated at
B = Bc .
The effect of changing the local magnetic shear is assessed by calculating the change
in the potential energy of the n = 1 internal kink mode which enters into the critical
magnetic shear required for a sawtooth to occur, as given by equation 1. The fluid
drive for the mode, δWf is calculated by Mishka-F, whilst the stabilising effect from
the core fast ions, δWh , resulting from the neutral beam injection is calculated using
Hagis. Figure 8 shows the sawtooth period for ASDEX Upgrade discharge 28215 (where
the ECCD deposition is swept from inside to outside q = 1 as shown in figure 3) as a
function of ρres − ρ1 . This is compared to the change in the potential energy of the kink
mode as calculated with Mishka and Hagis for the fluid drive and energetic particle
response respectively. When the EC is deposited just inside ρ1 , the fluid drive for the
n = m = 1 internal kink is maximised because the EC driven current increases both
the magnetic shear and r1 . As well as driving the internal kink, the stabilising effect
ˆ h in equation 1 by the
of the fast ions is diminished due to the normalisation of δW
ˆ h is calculated using the fast ion distribution from
local magnetic shear. Here the δW
discharge 28219 throughout, as shown in figure 7. Whilst linear stability calculations
cannot be used to infer the sawtooth period, which is naturally dominated by nonlinear
processes, it is indicative of sawtooth stability. Furthermore, the fact that the change in
potential energy of the internal kink, δWtot , correlates strongly with the sawtooth period
gives confidence that the dominant physics is captured in the modelling. This shows
that whilst only a small ECCD power (∼ 1MW) is applied, this provides a significant
change in the local magnetic shear near q = 1 (though a negligible change in the total
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Figure 8. The sawtooth period as a function of the peak deposition location of ECCD
calculated by Torbeam with respect to the inversion radius in ASDEX Upgrade shot
28215. The sawtooth period dependence is mirrored by the change in the potential
energy of the internal kink mode, δWtot . This is primarily caused by the change in
local shear affecting the potential energy arising from fast ions as calculated by Hagis,
δWh .

current), which can counteract the stabilising influence of the population of energetic
particles born as a result of 15MW of injected power.
5. Discussion and conclusions
The ELMy H-mode baseline scenario in ITER is expected to experience sawtooth
oscillations, and may even require such core reconnection events to alleviate core
impurity accumulation. The fusion born α particles together with fast ions arising from
the neutral beam injection and ion cyclotron resonance heating are expected lengthen
the sawtooth periods, potentially to the order of 100s [2, 54, 55]. Empirical scaling
suggests that such long sawteeth are likely to trigger deleterious NTMs [6] and therefore
active sawtooth control is required. Whilst NTM suppression is planned for ITER, direct
avoidance by sawtooth control is preferable in order to optimise the cost of electricity
in a steady-state fusion power plant, since as well as heating the core plasma when
ECCD is applied inside q = 1 for sawtooth control, the ECCD efficiency is far greater
near the core than near the q = 2 surface. The use of current drive for controlling
sawtooth periods is robust and widely demonstrated, but there is little evidence of
its use in the presence of significant populations of fast ions which result in a large
positive δWh , which coupled with the small ion Larmor radius, makes the criterion for
the necessary magnetic shear challenging (see equation 1). The results presented here
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show that not only is ECCD control possible using very low levels of driven current
in the presence of fast ions, but that it can predicate much higher performance (both
in normalised pressure, βN , and energy confinement enhancement factor, H98,y2 ) than
forecast to achieve Q = 10 in ITER whilst still avoiding NTMs. Furthermore, sawtooth
control can be achieved without strong sensitivity to the deposition position of the
peak of the ECCD, provided it is inside q = 1, making the real-time feedback control
requirements less stringent than for direct NTM suppression. Only a low level of ECCD
power was required to avoid NTMs; in these ASDEX Upgrade plasmas, just 0.8MW of
ECCD was sufficient to avoid NTM triggering up to βN = 3.0 with 14MW of auxiliary
heating power. The fact that a modest level of injected EC power could result in such a
dramatic change in the sawtooth behaviour, despite the strong stabilising contribution of
the energetic ions, suggests that the destabilising effect of increased local magnetic shear
may be stronger than reference [2] suggests; this is the case, for instance, in the stability
criteria for the drift tearing mode in reference [14] where a fourth order dependence
on s1 appears. Whilst these energetic particles represent up to approximately 20%
of the plasma pressure, this is still much less than expected in ITER, and definitive
demonstration of the effectiveness of ECCD does require a larger fast ion fraction in
future studies.
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